




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The psychological effects of haiku composing on the mind of
composer, from a point of positive psychology.
MINAGAWA Naohiro
The human pursuit group from whom Nakamura Kusatao acted as the standard-bearer and was constituted by
Ishida Hakyo, Kato Shuson and others strove for fusion to the pursuit of humanity, and the tradition beauty
which a haiku poem has. When saying concretely, they keep a season word and a fixed form and tried to entrust
a self feeling to them. In this paper of Section 1, I surveyed the history of the haiku poem community from the
sudden rise of a modern haiku poem to a human pursuit group’s appearance, and checked the human pursuit
group’s positioning. As a result, I found out the point of contact of a human pursuit group’s haiku poem view, and
psychology. In Section 2, I tried examination of a human pursuit group’s haiku poem view, and appreciation of
the actual work. As a result, I came to have the idea of the haiku poem which entrusts its feelings to the scene
and lanscape in all seasons, and composes them to 17 sound, and having the ability which faces self solves the
subject which self holds. In Section 3, I verified this idea by examination of two or more contemporary writers’
example of a work, and discussion with antecedence research. In Section 4, I read and interpreted the haiku
poem which I composed, from a viewpoint of positive psychology. Based on this result, I considered that
composing a haiku poem brought the writer the following psychological effects. I considered that composing a
haiku poem contributed to the mental process in which built good human relations with positive feeling, noticed
one’s strong point, demonstrate and made it cooperate, carried out the engagement to the self-position and self-
role, and achieve a meaningful goal. These results of research suggest a possibility that can prove the idea which
a human pursuit group tried to show through their theory and work, that is to say, haiku poem have some
strength to face oneself and solve the task which self holds on a scientific basis by adding the viewpoint of
positive psychology.
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